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How would Neural Network Driven Surgical Robots Work?
● Data Science - gathering “Big Data” → collecting previous and/or real time information for 
us/robot to “learn from”
○ Surgical Robots rapidly collect real time information about the patient and operation, as well as store 
previously collected patient data
○ Surgical Data can take many forms (images, temperature, electrical signals, etc.)
● Machine Learning - Using data collected to learn about any patterns that exist regarding 
a specific topic
○ Using data collected, surgical robots assess the situation by learning as much about the real time operation 
as much as possible (e.g. extraneous tissue, nerve endings, etc.)
● Neural Network - Acting on machine learning knowledge by predicting all possible 
outcomes depending on various actions and finding the optimal path
○ Surgical Robots can create deep decision trees by predicting every possible outcome depending on even 
their smallest movements/actions → then choose the movement/action with the optimal outcome
Why Neural Network Driven Surgical Robots?
● Biggest Issues with Surgery
○ Precision and  Accuracy → human error and possible lack of information
○ Extraneous variables → unpredictable outcomes that could surprise surgeons
● AI driven Surgical Robots will:
○ Minimize/remove any source of human error by utilizing robots with the
same/more knowledge and skills
○ Provide a more reliable and active information storage center than the brain
■ Can store huge amounts of “Big Data” that can be acted upon immediately
with no pause for thinking
○ Extraneous variables can be planned for, using Machine Learning algorithms to
learn the best outcomes for even the most rare situations
Current Strides and Progress
● Study by Ravasio et al. (as well as Purdue HC Visiting Scholar Christos
Bergeles) → deep neural networks can be used to predict optical
segmentation which aids surgeons with regenerative retinal therapies
● Study by Kassahun et al. → Many different assistive methods of machine
learning in surgery
○ Motion Analysis - surgeon’s hand/tool motions are analysed to provide
assessment of dexterity
○ Virtual Reality - used to simulate endovascular procedures
● Summary by Aruni et al. → IBM Watson being prepared to be the first robotic
surgical assistant
Current Limitations
● Need maximum processing power to store AND learn so much data
about a particular surgical procedure
○ Expensive → cannot be present at just any hospital
● Limitations regarding patient data confidentiality
○ Not as easy to simply provide all information about past procedures to a robot
● Intensive Machine Learning algorithms require huge amounts of
memory
○ Could potentially lead to slower runtimes which is very risky in an operation
● Difficult to convince patients about robots operating on them
Background Information
● Artificial Intelligence and the Future of Surgical Robotics by Panesar
et al.
o Panesar, Sandip MD, MSc ; Cagle, Yvonne MD; Chander, Divya MD, PhD; Morey, Jose MD; Fernandez-Miranda, Juan
MD; Kliot, Michel MD, Artificial Intelligence and the Future of Surgical Robotics, Annals of Surgery: August 2019 -
Volume 270 - Issue 2 - p 223-226
● Artificial Intelligence in Surgery: Promises and Perils by Hashimoto
et al.
o Hashimoto, D. A., Rosman, G., Rus, D., & Meireles, O. R. (2018). Artificial Intelligence in Surgery: Promises and Perils.
Annals of surgery, 268(1), 70–76.
● Situating Artificial Intelligence in Surgery by Korndorffer et al.
o Korndorffer, James R. Jr MD; Hawn, Mary T. MD; Spain, David A. MD; Knowlton, Lisa M. MD; Azagury, Dan E. MD;
Nassar, Aussama K. MD; Lau, James N. MD; Arnow, Katherine D. MS; Trickey, Amber W. PhD, MS; Pugh, Carla M. MD,
PhD Situating Artificial Intelligence in Surgery, Annals of Surgery: September 2020 - Volume 272 - Issue 3 - p
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● Surgery 3.0, artificial intelligence and the next-generation surgeon
by Mirnezami et al.
o Mirnezami R, Ahmed A. Surgery 3.0, artificial intelligence and the next-generation surgeon. The British Journal of
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